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What if there was a person who was created just for you, and only you? What if there was

someone out there who could satisfy ALL your needs, wants, and desires as your Perfect

Partner? Would you call this person “The One?” We call them your Twin Flame, and this book

will show you how to find, identify, and keep this person in your life, for life.Your Twin Flame was

designed for you as your Ultimate Lover, who is destined to spend lifetime after lifetime with

you in deep, passionate, everlasting love. They are your perfect companion in life as a lover,

partner, friend, ally, and everything else you desire. You know them by the feeling you have for

that special someone in your heart, and who you know is out there.It's time to bring your Twin

Flame from “out there,” into your life. This book is designed to show you how, and what to do

when you are united with your Twin Flame.
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Flames: Finding Your Ultimate Lover came as a result of Jeff and I recognizing a profound

desire for people to find their Ultimate Lover. More and more every day, people are discovering

the truth and reality of Twin Flame Union, while wondering if they have a Twin Flame. In

spiritual truth, you do have a Twin Flame, and it is possible and inevitable to re-unite and create

a wonderful life-long partnership and sacred union; one that is deliciously satisfying and

incredibly meaningful.There has been a desire climaxing within the collective consciousness of

people at this time for a love life not based off of an old paradigm of relating, but one based on

real unconditional and Divine Love. Less than a hundred years ago, the idea of marrying for

love was considered illogical, and a convenience at best that few ever had. This is the case for

the majority of the history of the institution of marriage. Marriage was not a space to fall in love,

but rather, a social and cultural contract to fulfill duties society expected. Also, women’s roles at

that time were only bound to family and marriage (known as the home sphere), and their roles

were made by the agreeing authorities in society, because women were perceived as property

and treated as such.Luckily, society today is changing, especially with the Women’s Rights

Movement legalizing no-fault divorce in 1969, and demanding equal job opportunities. Many

women have since taken that opportunity to leave their marriages, and begin creating a life of

love they knew they deserved and desired for a long time. Men are free in these new

circumstances as well, to truly choose to marry for love, rather than obligation.In a society that

was never taught to marry for love, how do we change the deeply ingrained patterns of not only

choosing to marry or partner with someone for love, but creating and maintaining a true

unconditional love that transcends the physical into the spiritual? People are desiring more and

different things from their relationships than previously in history. Everyone on the planet has a

Twin Flame. There is an innate and undeniable desire to be partnered in life with our Ultimate

Lover, who is our Twin Flame. We have the desire because of the primal condition of being

created with a Twin Flame. That desire never leaves until it’s fulfilled.Deep inside of ourselves

we’ve always felt a perfect soul complement for us, who is not merely a soul mate coming in

and out of our eternal existence to share a lesson and an experience with, but a soul who is

created from the exact same blueprint as us, and who is eternally our spiritual partner, teacher,

student, friend and lover. Knowing that everyone on the planet, including yourself, has a Twin

Flame, how can you attract spiritual love? By making a different choice than what you’ve been

making previously, which resulted in you experiencing repetitive, unhappy, and unfulfilled

relationships and marriages.Many marriages and relationships are made from a sense of lack

within which results in codependency, and is a false, conditional love. This false love was how

people “fell in love” when marrying for love finally became socially acceptable and the new

norm. This false love is not real because it is not based on Spirit, or soul-to-soul love, but

rather, it is dictated by physical, sexual, and personality attraction. All extremely surface level

“love” that people decide to marry on and create a family and a life with.How does this

foundation create a stable and lasting relationship? It doesn’t. We end up trying to fix the other

person, rather than looking within ourselves, taking responsibility for the choices we make, by

creating new decisions for ourselves that will give us the desired results we seek. The choices,

decisions, and guidance we act upon is important because it shapes our lives and impacts



people around us.Luckily, there is an opportunity to change all of this, because each one of us

deserves and desires our beloved Twin Flame, and to experience a happy eternal Union. Do

not doubt that as you desire this for yourself, your Twin Flame desires this too. In choosing to

do the inner work of the Mirror Exercise as described in this book, you’ll experience the eternal

reward of not only living a happy and peaceful life, but clearing old debris hiding in the

shadows of your consciousness that is preventing you from your Union, and experiencing a

real and meaningful eternal love life with your Twin Flame.When you and your Twin Flame

decide to unite and share a life together in love, it’s as if you know in your entire being that this

is the way your life should always be, and has been. You feel completely loved, accepted,

understood, cherished, and supported in Who You Are, and in your Divine Life Purpose

together. There’s a satisfaction and deep longing fulfilled. There are so many avenues of

growth, and incredible unending levels of loving and depth to explore and discover together.

There is a shared awareness that naturally occurs as you both become more conscious of

each other as One. Areas in your life where you thought a romantic partner could never

complement you are completely fulfilled in your Union because your Twin Flame is designed to

complement you there for a specific purpose and reason. Your Twin Flame has the ability to

“meet you where you live” spiritually and emotionally like none other. A sense of deep eternal

unified purpose exists in a Twin Flame Union. In your Union, you feel at Home because you are

One in love with God.The love life you desire and deserve to have is closer than you think. The

manifestation of your desire for your Twin Flame in spiritual union is natural and bound to

happen, because God created the desire within you and naturally created you together as One.

As you keep your Faith in the process of your manifestation, and experience the rewards and

relief of clearing your blocks to your Twin Flame by doing the Mirror Exercise in the book, you

will open all the doors necessary to invite your Twin Flame Union into your reality with ease

and grace, and forever in harmony. Never to experience separation again.Know your Twin

Flame desires to be with you too, and as you continue to heal your barriers to love inside

yourself, they too experience that same healing, which helps bring your Union closer together.

Furthermore, when you inevitably meet or have met and are working toward Harmonious Twin

Flame Union, you will be equipped with the correct tools to not only deepen your love and

loving in your Union, but build and maintain an eternal foundation upon which you may

experience your Heaven on Earth.SHALEIA(pronounced “Shah-lee-ya”)Introduction“Lovers

don’t finally meet somewhere. They’re in each other all along.”-RUMIThere is an unseen Power

guiding our every thought and action. It is so mighty, that it can bring you anything you desire if

you understand how to work with it. Finding your Twin Flame without the use of this Power is an

impossible task, but with it, it is inevitable. Only through the use of this Power can one find their

Twin Flame and attain Harmonious Twin Flame Union.Your brain consists of two hemispheres:

left and right. This book is written to speak to both hemispheres at once. You may notice the

way this book is written may feel uncomfortable to you at times. This is because it is designed

to speak to a balanced mind. The discomfort you may experience is actually a re-balancing of

your mind. It’s a gentle and beneficial side effect of reading the words printed on the following

pages. This same discomfort you may experience is also the magnetizing of your mind into

harmony with your Twin Flame if you choose to invite them into your life. Naturally passing

through this discomfort is a necessary experience which indicates to you that your mind has

been properly magnetized and attuned to Higher Vibrational Energies.You know exactly who

your Twin Flame is in your heart, even if you haven’t met them yet. Your heart is already

programmed to know them, and in spiritual truth, your heart does know your Twin Flame.

Practically, no one can tell you who your Twin Flame is. Only you can know, but you can align



to those who know the energy because they have mastered it and live permanently in their

Harmonious Twin Flame Union. They can help you recognize your Twin Flame, but ultimately,

you must go on your inner hero’s journey and find out for yourself. These pages were written to

help you find them.Chapter 1What Are Twin Flames?She messaged me that night. “You

horny?” I blinked at my computer screen. This woman is ridiculous! “Always,” I replied while

brushing her off. What kind of woman messages a man for the first time like that? She doesn’t

even know me. Of course, we had been Facebook friends for a year. I commented something

on a few of her photos, for instance, I thought she was “weirdly sexy.” But really, that’s all that

came of it. And now this. I have so many other women interested in me, and she doesn’t look

like America’s next top model.But the conversation continued, and before I realized it I didn’t

even have a chance of shaking off this connection. I ignored her the best I could, but she

wanted me to pursue her. I thought to myself, “Yeah, tough luck cookies, I’m busy with nine

million other women pursuing me. Why would I make it harder on myself than it needs to be?”

But the conversation with her continued, and within 30 minutes of talking to her, I had done

something I never had done before in my 26 years of babe-hunting. I asked her to marry

me.This was half a joke at the time, but looking back, I realized there was something different

about this kooky chick with a very forward, yet strangely reserved interest in me. It was like she

was Queen of the Ebook Tops, only with a slightly weirder appeal. There was something I

couldn’t refuse about her, something that kept my mind reeling, and my heart coming back for

more. But anyway, she was cool, and we were just going to be friends. She lived half the Pacific

Ocean away and I lived in Babe Capitol of Hawaii. I didn’t need to bother with trying to

girlfriend-zone her, but I had fun talking with her.After our first conversation online nothing

much happened for two weeks. I mean, sure, we did have a really good conversation. And

yeah, I really did enjoy talking to her. But there were so many things in the way for me not

being into her. Two weeks later, she reached out to me again. Today, she would tell me that it

was more of a “Hey dude, aren’t you going to pursue this Queen?” For me, it seemed more like

a friendly “Hello.” I’m a guy who had long hair, was almost naked all the time, and lived in my

own little jungle palace built from bamboo I cut down. I felt like women should be pursuing me.

But then she offered me a psychic card reading. I was a sucker for psychic card readings, and

it was the most accurate reading I had ever received. She was the clearest psychic I had ever

talked to. She made me promise not to tell anyone about her gifts. She didn’t like being turned

into anyone’s personal psychic.This woman had spunk, I’d give her that, and I really enjoyed

talking with her. But there was something in her voice, something in the way she carried

herself, something in the interests she pursued, and the choices she made, that beat me over

the head with “I’ve gotta get to know her better.” We have never stopped talking since that card

reading. Not a day goes by that I don’t passionately seek to love her more deeply into the very

essence of who she is. Not a day goes by that I don’t thank God for bringing her to me. Not a

day goes by that I do not want to passionately make love to every inch of her perfectly delicious

femininity. That crazy Ebook Topsian Queen… she is my Twin Flame.What Are Twin Flames?

Twin Flames are manifested from the very same soul essence, or more accurately, the same

soul blueprint. A soul blueprint is the exact same concept as physical DNA. Meaning, our souls

are created with individual specific codes, qualities, and traits that make us uniquely us. As

above, so below, is a universal law and principle. Just as we have physical DNA that make up

our physical genetics and disposition, so too, do we have soul “DNA” that make us who we are

spiritually and non-physically. A good example of this is how physical identical twins share the

same genetic DNA, and “Twin” Flames share the exact same soul “DNA” or soul blueprint. And

just as identical twins are unique as souls even though they share the same physical DNA,



Twin Flames are unique among each other even though they share the same soul blueprint.

This is because together they are complements to the one soul blueprint rather than carbon

copies of it.Think of your Twin Flame Union as the ancient yin yang symbol: one half is the

divine masculine and the other half is the divine feminine, and the little circles inside each half

represent the truth that you are not dualistic, but unified as a whole. This is one of the main

explanations of your intense attraction and desire for your Twin Flame, because you are

created with the same “stuff.” And this is also the reason why you possibly cannot ever “merge”

with your Twin Flame. You are both already created whole and complete in Divine Perfection as

One (like the yin yang symbol), and your journey back to each other is only ever about

recognizing that truth. That feeling you do get when you consciously connect to your Twin

Flame energy is precisely that, your Twin Flame Union energy (your soul blueprint), and is not

a merging of any kind. You can’t merge with someone who you are already One with.Once

again, you and your Twin Flame are already complete and whole in Perfection, and your

primary block is releasing the belief you are separate in any way from your Twin Flame. Your

Twin Flame is created by God at the exact same moment; and they’re designed as your soul’s

highest and most perfect eternal complement.I’m not a woo-woo kind of guy, but I have always

been passionate about finding a woman I could invest my Life Force into; a kind of woman who

would keep safe all my secrets and grow with me throughout this life and maybe into the next,

if I really believed in that kind of thing. I stumbled upon the jackpot of all jackpots. The perfect

woman of an eternal lifetime. She had class, she was funny, she challenged me in a way that

stoked my fire, and she was connected to her spirituality, which interested me very much.

Shaleia has been with me by my side for every moment of my life since that fateful card

reading.Do I Have a Twin Flame?Shaleia and I didn’t just happen upon each other randomly.

There was a conscious process each of us followed in order to prepare ourselves and make

way for our Twin Flame Union. What you might be wondering is, “How do I know if I have a

Twin Flame?” This is really simple to answer. The answer is Yes. A big, fat, huge, resounding

“Yes.” Yes, of course. You do indeed have a Twin Flame. How can I know while maintaining the

integrity of this book, that you have a Twin Flame?Because you are reading these words.There

is something inside of you that is searching for your Twin Flame, because you innately know

you have a Twin Flame. If finding a special partner has absolutely no interest or intrigue to you

whatsoever, you wouldn’t bother picking up this book, much less reading the first sentence. But

you have proven to yourself by making it this far that you do have a Twin Flame, and the Divine

created you with a Twin Flame for a very special purpose.Just as much as you crave, long for,

desire, and intimately dream of your perfect lover, so too, does your perfect lover crave, long

for, desire, and intimately dream of you. It is just that simple and true. If you have a desire in

your heart for a relationship that transcends the love that we have been taught as a culture, to

a love that is created in Heaven, you have a Twin Flame.Chapter 2How Do I Find My Twin

Flame?Finding out if you have a Twin Flame is easy. Finding your Twin Flame, that takes a little

more effort. But don’t worry, this book was written to take you all the way through the whole

process to finding your Twin Flame. First, let’s go deeper into what a Twin Flame actually is.

Getting clear on where we’re going is a pretty logical place to start a journey.I am a Divine

Channel, and I am a reasonably logical and grounded individual. I need a LOT of proof to be

able to believe that something is real. It has to work in the real world, it has to line up with all

my other proven understandings and it has to be supported by grounded, real world results.

Well, my channeling has passed all the tests for me. After using it to help heal people of their

physical ailments and dis-eases, profoundly resolve the childhood traumas of myself and

others, and powerfully impact the lives of those who received my divinely channeled



messages, I have carefully been led into a world where Spirit and I have conversations. A world

where my Twin Flame comes down the stairs giggling into my office to sit on my lap, and

smooch me while I’m writing a book on Twin Flames. A world where Divine Mother-Father God

moves through my mind to share His\Her thoughts to accurately describe what Twin Flames

are.What Are Twin Flames? (Channeled)Twin Flames are the manifestation of the desire to

have an eternal companion other than God. Twin Flames were created by Source to have

absolute and complete companionship with another soul, because soul mates come and go

but your Twin Flame is forever with you sharing Eternal Life, and they mirror God’s Divine Love

for you the most clearly.A long time ago, God imagined what Life would be like if Twin Flames

were not created. Souls would have such profoundly contrasting experiences. They would find

themselves to be so unique and different from one another, that they would be unable to relate

on a constantly intimate level. Souls would move in and out of each other’s experiences so

quickly, that it would cause a deep longing in consciousness. This hypothetical longing sprung

from it a way that every soul could have an intimate companion, someone who would grow and

change with them eternally, and forever enjoy the river of life, and the Universe together as

One.Twin Flames are unique because they are always bound to each other. The thoughts,

actions, and decisions of a Twin Flame intimately and completely impact the other. They are

hardly separate, yet they are each unique and complete unto themselves. One cannot exist

without the other because they are so perfectly balanced into each other. The perfection and

complexity with which this occurs is impossible to explain, or describe, in much the same way

that the beauty and vastness of the Universe is impossible to describe.You can feel your Twin

Flame when you anchor your consciousness into your Heart center, and you feel them there in

a way that completes you. “Completes” does not mean “makes you happy.” “Completes” means

“someone who makes you more than you already are in expression, more than you already are

in desire, and more than you already are in your Life Force.”You have a Twin Flame, and you

know deep in your heart you cannot be the fullest expression of who you really are without your

Twin Flame. Many Earth souls have taken it upon themselves to not immediately incarnate with

their Twin Flame counterparts, and this is the reason why some of you experience physical age

differences in your Union. Your Twin Flame will always incarnate on Earth as you are on Earth.

Death can only separate you if you choose separation indefinitely. This can only happen if you

absolutely choose to numb and deny your innate desire for your Twin Flame, and have no

intention of choosing anything but the illusion of separation from your Good and your One True

Love. Death is merely a mirror of your choice in separation from the Divine until you choose to

self-actualize.Life on Earth is meant to awake your soul, to shake up the contents of your Mind,

and pour forth an entirely new way of Being, which you can take with you elsewhere on your

eternal Universal travels. You are meant to be here for a time, and get things aligned, and then

move on and explore other parts of this Infinite Vastness. Here on Earth, you are being warned

that having and calling in your Twin Flame before you’re ready to do the spiritual work of

Harmonious Twin Flame Union is generally not advised.Jeff will tell you later in this book how

challenging it is to have your Twin Flame in your life experience even while working the

process. It is life-altering in ways that cannot be described. You will, without a doubt, change in

ways you could not fathom before, and in time periods you would never expect. Your growth is

automatically set to maximum when you invite your Twin Flame into your life experience, and

attain Harmonious Twin Flame Union.Source invites you to invite this energy of your Perfect

Divine Complement into your life with a careful understanding of what you are inviting. What

you invite is powerful. What you invite is breathtaking. What you invite can and will reshape

everything you know to be as “you” into something even more profound and wonderful: who



you are in Divine Truth. But this experience can be challenging, beyond which many souls don’t

care to bother with on Earth. Take the next step on your Twin Flame journey with an

understanding of what you invite. You invite ALL OF YOU! If you choose and are prepared for a

soul-awakening experience of total bliss, harmony, and Divine Love, preceded by a life-

changing experience of breakthroughs and releasing your old way of being, then you are

prepared to invite your Twin Flame into your life and embark the ascension path of Harmonious

Twin Flame Union.It Starts with Your DesireReal desire. That’s where it all begins; a sincere

desire to manifest into your life experience your most perfect Divine Lover now. You are one

who cannot be deterred from being with your Perfect Divine Complement: your Twin Flame.

You are one who cannot dream of being without them. You are one who is willing to take on the

trials and tribulations with your Twin Flame by your side. If you are one willing to take the

challenge, and reap the reward, then you are one who will most certainly attract, and maintain

your Union with your Twin Flame for the rest of eternity.I desire to share with you YOUR story

of finding and keeping your Twin Flame. Your Perfect Partner. Your Ultimate Lover of Lovers. I

want to hear about YOU basking in the glory of your permanent Harmonious Twin Flame

Union. I am compelled to show you the way, and walk with you from your desire, to the

manifestation of your Harmonious Twin Flame Union. If you have made it this far in your

journey, you have proven that you are committed to perfecting the spiritual process of attracting

your Perfect Partner. With perseverance and strength you can, and you most certainly will meet

your Twin Flame and have Harmonious Union. You have proven that you are ready to take the

first step in achieving your Ultimate Lover experience. Each chapter of this book is a guidepost

for you that will bring you one step closer to understanding and experiencing your Perfect

Divine Union with your Ultimate Lover.Twin Flames First Meeting – Jeff’s StoryShe was only a

few minutes away. After years of fizzled passionate affairs, lost relationships, painful

heartbreaks, and seemingly wasted love interest investments, I was finally meeting my Twin

Flame for the first time in this lifetime. I pretended to play it cool. But inside, the calm and

confident Jeff was shaking. My body was bursting with a mixture of fear, excitement, and utter

exhaustion. Maybe it was the 20 hours of traveling which was coming to an end. Maybe it was

the airplane food, or the yoga mat, where I had barely managed to grab a nap on the cold

morning floor at LAX. Maybe it was the intense four months of online dating I had just

completed with my Twin Flame. I was pulsing with emotions and feelings which I was unable to

express.The airport van pulled into the local Comfort Inn motel to drop me off. Looking out the

window as we approached the Inn, I saw no one and my heart became anxious. I had been

here before, less than a year ago. I had been dropped off alone, and about to meet who I

thought was the woman of my dreams. But she wasn’t there. And when I made it to her house

on my own, she left me alone and stranded on her front porch, refusing to return my phone

calls.Would Shaleia abandon me too? The van left and I found myself once again alone in a

parking lot. The familiar feelings of abandonment started to sweep me up as I rolled my

luggage toward the other side of the Inn, where I hoped to encounter Shaleia for the first

time.“Jeff!” I heard from behind me. A sweet, clear, feminine voice called out my name as I

turned around and saw her in the flesh for the very first time. Wow, she was HOT! I couldn’t

believe how incredibly attractive she was. My cool and calm disposition was out the window

fast as I dropped my bags, cast off my hat, sunglasses, even my sandals, as I sprinted across

the parking lot to meet my Ultimate Lover for the very first time in the physical.Her smile

washed across my mind as we melted into each other’s arms. We were spinning and twirling,

sweetly and gently, yet passionately and full of emotion. This is what coming Home for the first

time feels like. My head spun, it felt like I had finally been released into an oxygen-rich



environment. All my fears and trepidation faded as I held her close to my chest. Her arms

embraced my body and soul, in what was the most epic meeting of my existence.She would

later tell me that she also felt a sense of “coming home,” as many Twin Flames describe in their

Unions. I always feel and know I’m at home with Shaleia by my side.The Story Is RealI love the

experience of meeting someone new. Bringing a new person into my life, and exploring the

excitement and richness with them. That excitement and richness usually fades away though,

and I need to get a new person to experience this sensation with again. With your Twin Flame

you may experience this meeting as a peak experience like I did, but why bother? Won’t you

just get bored of this person like all the rest? Won’t this person treat you like all the rest have?

Won’t this person discard you like all the rest? Then what are you left with? While all of the

above are legitimate concerns, I can show you why they are irrelevant for your Harmonious

Twin Flame Union. It is called a Union, rather than a relationship, because a Union is a more

accurate term to describe what is actually occurring. In a typical soul mate relationship, two

people relate to one another from the two different shores of their souls. The relationship will

end at some point in “time,” and they perhaps move on to another relationship in another

lifetime or in this one; or perhaps, they finally settle on attracting their permanent Harmonious

Twin Flame Union.Romantic soul mate relationships are inevitably doomed because these

souls are not perfectly designed to be with you. This is a good thing because it means

someone is: your Twin Flame who is your natural Divine Counterpart. Do not be sad if and

when you release your soul mate relationship for your Twin Flame, because in doing so you

free yourself to be with your One True Love, and you are releasing your soul mate to be with

theirs. This is what true love and compassion in action looks like, and you role-model to the

younger generations the importance of choosing your Twin Flame Union only, rather than

settling for less than you deserve.A Harmonious Union is a coming together of a soul’s

counterpart in a permanent and unbreakable eternal commitment/vow. You are not complete

without your Twin Flame, but you absolutely are always whole. You do not need to have your

Twin Flame in your life to be whole, but you do need them to feel totally complete and to

experience all of you being expressed through your one Union. This sense of incompleteness

can become unbearable, and this may be one reason why you are reading this book; to restore

your own sense and truth of completeness.Twin Flames and the Mirroring Effect

ExplainedThere is no need for another lover ever when you have finally met your Twin Flame.

This person will fill all the desires you have for an intimate partner, even if your list of desires is

extensive. The energy of your desires and “needs” are highly and fully concentrated in your

Twin Flame Union. This person may even do all the same challenging things as many of your

previous lovers, because they are helping you to release old patterns and traumas existing

within your Mind thus preventing you from your Harmonious Twin Flame Union. They do this

out of love and compassion for you, and for your experience and desire for wholeness. They do

not do this because they are cruel, abusive, hateful, or desire to destroy the Union. They do

this to heal you and to heal themselves. Your experience with your Twin Flame will be unique

and completely your own understanding. Twin Flames always experience exactly what they

need together.Each story is different, but one thing that is always the same in Twin Flame

Union is that they will bring up each other’s “stuff.” What do I mean by “stuff?” It’s the childhood

traumas, upsets, and pains; and it’s the misaligned thoughts, patterns and limiting beliefs we

find ourselves stuck in. Essentially, it’s the out-of-alignment with love and our Divine Self

decisions that we’ve been making over and over again, sometimes repeating lifetime after

lifetime in a repetitious karmic cycle.When this “stuff” comes up to the surface, it’s often very

uncomfortable because you are strongly attached on some level to your ego story, but you’re



encouraged by your Twin Flame to look at it and clear it. Why do they seem to upset you?

Because they love you, and because they are you! They desire to see you grow and become

the best version of you – your Divine Self – that you can be. They are also intrinsically

motivated to do so, because they are so intimately interwoven with you, and they too, desire to

be the best version of themselves. This is basically what we call the Twin Flame Mirroring

Effect.Mirroring occurs directly throughout your Twin Flame Union because you and your Twin

Flame share the same One Consciousness. They must mirror any and all core choices and

beliefs you have, and vice versa, until a new core choice is made. When that choice is aligned

to Divine Love you will experience your reality and Twin Flame mirroring that loving choice.

Each loving choice you make in your reality is the stepping stone to your permanent

Harmonious Twin Flame Union. This Mirroring Effect also explains why it’s impossible for one

Twin to be so-called “awakened” and the other is not. Your Twin Flame is equally awakened as

you are because you are One. They are not your carbon copy. This means they will be

awakened or aware in certain areas where you are not and vice versa, but it doesn’t mean that

they are not on the same level as you spiritually. They most definitely are, and to believe

differently is to believe that you can be separate from your Twin Flame. Your Twin Flame is as

much your highest spiritual teacher as they are your highest spiritual student. And any good

student is astute in learning what the teacher is sharing so that they can master the lessons.
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Daniel C., “A Life-Changing Book. I have had the opportunity to follow Jeff and Shaleia's work

for some time. I first read the first edition of this book, and promptly purchased this book when

it was released. The first edition provided Information that changed my life and helped me heal

inner wounds, and the second edition adds another level of depth to go even deeper.At a

glance the book seems like a light read, but it really isn't the case. The information within the

book is deep and vital for healing and spiritual growth. The Mirror Exercise is a powerful tool to

help you not only heal past trauma, it will help you realize and connect with your Twin Flame. I

really believe in this work and if you're looking for a way to realize and connect with your Twin

Flame, this book is for you.”

Alisa Mappes, “Real guidance I've been looking for! It works!. This book is a true treasure! I

thought I would never speak to my Twin Flame again, but after reading this book and practicing

the mirror exercise that is taught inside, my entire life changed. I feel more grounded and am

learning to love all of who I am. I had been seeking a true spiritual path, and am so grateful to

have found Jeff and Shaleia's teachings for this is the true path that continues to unfold as I

learn and practice. I'm now in communication with my Twin and most importantly, feel more

love than ever! I have even bought this book for my mom, sister, and best friend because what

is inside can help anyone reconnect with their heart's true desire, and I want everyone to have

that gift.  I can't express how grateful I am. 'd”

Ocimum Wellness, “This book changed my life. This book is written in a light tone but do not be

fooled. It carries a very true message: your essential journey of healing yourself and coming

into vibration harmony consists of a simple tool that involves deep spiritual work.To me the vibe

of a book is often more important than the polished language. This one has a very uplifting vibe

that makes you believe in yourself and your journey. It puts the reins of your life back into your

hands instead of the hands of suffering or another person.I see some bad reviews out there:

the authors have a Facebook group and they also have other e-courses that they offer.

However this book stands on its own. They do not advocate any of the courses in this

book.Their other offerings are very deep spiritual work that can trigger many people. It is not

necessary people, to bad mouth authors because you don't vibe with their Facebook group.

Twin Flames and relationships with soulmates are a sensitive subject that involves deep

wounds for many people. Not everyone is willing or capable to face and heal these.For those

who think the courses are expensive, please remember the core technique is given here in this

book for just $10 and that many have reached Harmonious Union using just that on their own.

So what is the complaint here?If you need further support and company on your healing

journey then you go to to Facebook support group or you invest in the courses and recordings.

If you think you can go it alone, you are welcome to do so.”

Deanna, “The Only Real Book About Twin Flames that Exists on the Planet Today. This book

was the first real step I took on my Twin Flame journey and I am eternally grateful for it. I

hesitated and talked myself in and out of buying it for a few weeks before finally deciding to go



for it. Once I did make the purchase, I realized that I had done more than just buy a book, I had

energetically invested in reaching union with my Twin Flame, and I felt the shift right away.

Once I started reading it, I began crying immediately. Everything I had experienced with my

Twin Flame started to make sense and I realized I wasn't crazy, I wasn't making it all up in my

head, and, I could have the true love story I had always desired and yearned for. True love isn't

just for fairytales and romance novels, we are all supposed to be experiencing this and have

this for ourselves. This book will show you how.It is very easy and enjoyable to read,

informative, instructive and healing and every level. It is Jeff and Shaleia's greatest desire to

see all of humanity in union with their teacher, best friend, perfect partner and ultimate lover

AKA their Twin Flame, and it shows in everything they do. They have dedicated their lives to

this work and their love and intention is embedded in every single word in this book. Whether

you've never met your Twin Flame, are currently experiencing separation or are with them right

now, this book is for you. It will help you understand what Twin Flames are, how to find,

recognize and claim yours, how to work through upsets that arise within your union, how to

come into permanent harmonious union with them, how to align your life purpose together, the

difference between soulmates and twin flames and so much more.This book is transcendental

and will put you directly on your path to union with your True Twin Flame. There are no other

books on the market that contain the truth about twin flames or how to get into union. All other

twin flame material out there today is misleading at best and incredibly damaging at worst.

Save your time and energy and only invest in this one book. It is the only one you need.”

Claudia, “A new chapter begins in your journey. This book has opened a new chapter in my life;

the journey of twin flames and a deeper understanding of them. You will find natural and

sincere stories, and also how to bring into your life your ultimate lover using their technique. It

has changed my life, and I can't be grateful enough for all the love and teachings I received

from this wonderful book.Love and appreciationClaudia”

Valentina, “This book provides information and lessons for ALL to learn of and to use in daily

practices. This book is VERY important. I recommend that EVERYONE read it. It's an

especially crucial book for those on the Twin Flame journey. The term Twin Souls / Parallel

Lives also refers to the same journey. I thank you so much from the bottom of my heart Jeff

and Shaleia for writing this book. It is a gift from God. I am on my Twin Flame journey. I am in

the process of healing myself by using the MIRROR EXERCISE that you have both written

about. I had been doing only meditation every day to heal wounds. I didn't feel like the

meditation alone was quite addressing the issues. Coming across your book came at exactly

the right time. The answer of the MIRROR EXERCISE and your book is the exact answer I was

searching for. Thank you so, so much. I have great love for you both. Thank you for your

teachings and for your book”

Sharabo, “Good information and tools you can use. I liked the book as a lot resonated with me.

Some of it is channelled and the section that stood out for me was where it told you to master

the pendulum to meet your twin flame. They don’t give you any instruction on how to do that

and the book leads on to their high ticket coaching packages. There is lots of good information

in the book. I’m a dowser and am now looking at applying what they show you in the book into

a pendulum dowsing protocol to use myself.”

J Martin-Woodbridge, “At last, the answer to the Twin Flame journey!!! Everything you need to

know!. Thank God I finally found this book!!! Meeting your Twin Flame turns your world upside



down and without proper information, you can experience an enormous amount of suffering

and I did! This book shows you how to turn all of that around, yes really! I've done it! If you

have met your twin and want to be with them, then look no further. This book provided me with

the loving guidance I needed to know union is definitely possible and how to achieve it. If that's

what your heart is asking for, then this is the book for you! You won't regret it!”

The book by Jeff  Ayan has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 450 people have provided feedback.
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